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We describe a radical design for a bolometer system employing infrared~IR! imaging of a
segmented-matrix absorber in a cooled-pinhole camera geometry, which we will prototype and
demonstrate on the large helical device~LHD!.1 LHD will be operational in early 1998, with anl52
superconducting winding, a major radius of 3.9 m, a minor radius of 0.5–0.65 m, and input powers
ranging from 3 MW ~steady state! to 30 MW ~pulsed!. The bolometer design parameters are
determined by modeling the temperature of the foils making up the detection matrix using a
two-dimensional time-dependent solution of the heat conduction equation. This design will give a
steady-state bolometry capability, with modest~60 Hz! time resolution, while simultaneously
providing hundreds of channels of spatial information. No wiring harnesses will be required, as the
temperature-rise data is measured via a 12-bit,60.025 °C resolution, 3–5mm band, 2563256 pixel
IR camera. The spatial data will be used to tomographically invert the profile of the highly shaped
stellarator main plasma and divertor radiation, in conjunction with more conventional fanned arrays
of traditional bolometers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bolometers are a standard magnetic fusion plas
diagnostic.2–5 However, it is usually problematic to have
sufficient number of channels and views to accurately rec
struct the plasma radiation profile.6 In addition, every dis-
crete detector channel usually has 2–4 wire leads carr
low-level signals out through the vacuum interface, and t
results in complicated wiring harnesses inside today’s la
high-temperature, high nuclear-radiation environment
vices, leading to high costs and complexity. It has been
cently proposed to build a rad-hard imaging bolometer, us
a segmented-absorber matrix,7 combined with a pinhole-
camera geometry and sensitive infrared~IR! camera, for the
international thermonuclear experimental reactor~ITER! or
tokamak physics experiment~TPX!. The concept would al-
low several thousand channels of data, while at the sa
time using no wiring or wiring feedthrus across the vacu
interface. In this article we show refinements of this idea,
specifically implemented for the large helical device~LHD!
geometry, access constraints, and power levels.

II. GENERAL CONCEPT AND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

We desire to build an imaging bolometer to provide
dial and/or tangential views of the LHD plasma, which w
operate with expected total plasma radiation levels fr
1–30 MW, and over time scales from 10 s to almost stea
state plasma durations. LHD will be capable of divert
plasma operation, and, due to the geometry of the clo
fitting helical coils, the only possible views of the ma
plasma always include sightlines through the ‘‘divert
region.’’ 8 This is a serious limitation when inverting th
chordal information to obtain the~assumed! lower signal lev-
els from the plasma core. The average plasma power den
assuming 100% radiation in the case of a 3 MW, 27 m3

volume plasma, is only 0.11 W/cm3. Clearly, it is essential to
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have sufficient sensitivity to easily see this expected sig
level. At the same time, available port space on the vacu
vessel dictates distances and dimensions of an accep
sized bolometer ‘‘canister’’ that will be mounted in-vacuu
on a reentrant tube in order to approach the plasma as c
as possible and thus maximize the incident radiation
resulting signal levels.

The heart of the design lies in constructing a heat
sorber with fast time resolution, good sensitivity, long-te
cooling, and the ability to image a radiation source. We c
sider a segmented matrix consisting of a thin metal foil sa
wiched between two metal blocks drilled with matching a
rays of holes exposing portions of the foil to both sides. O
side~the front side! of the matrix views the plasma through
pinhole. The change in temperature of the exposed foils
to the radiation incident through the pinhole is detected by
IR camera which views the matrix from the side opposite
pinhole~back side! through an IR vacuum window. The foi
is made as thin as possible with a material with low therm
conductivity for high sensitivity. The mask is made of a m
terial of high thermal conductivity which, when wate
cooled, acts as a heat sink for the exposed foils. This p
vents lateral heat flow from spilling onto adjacent pixe
while also allowing for cooling to prevent melting durin
long pulse operation. The pinhole shell will also be cooled
eliminate stray IR radiation from the housing.

As originally conceived,7 the segmented absorber matr
would have been viewed from its front surface, and coo
from the back surface, which would allow a simpler desig
with a more uniform cooling substrate. However, it was re
ognized that stray IR light from the inner wall of the h
armor in a plasma device would probably contaminate
desired optical IR-band signal. Consequently, we develo
more complicated ‘‘back-viewed and side-cooled’’ geome
matrix for LHD. We are willing to sacrifice some time reso
lution for superior spatial coverage in steady-state operat
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TABLE I. Material parameters at 20 °C. Temperature rise~uncooled, cooled, and rise time to 50% of fin
value! for 1.5 mm diameter, 2-mm-thick foil segment, assuming a 3 MW plasma radiation source, with a
9.9-mm-diam pinhole in a 55° FOV pinhole camera located at 2 m distance from the plasma axis.

Foil
material

r
density

~gm/cm3!

k
conductivity
~W/@cm °C#!

k
diffussivity

~cm2/s!

Q•dt/[Cp•r•V]
dt517 ms
~milli °C !

DT final
cooled

~milli °C !

t
rise time

~ms!

Bismuth 9.78 0.079 0.065 275 306 15
SS 304 7.817 0.144 0.0387 92 195 20
Titanium 4.5 0.219 0.08 121 128 10
Nickel 8.91 0.909 0.229 84 31 3.5
Aluminum 2.7 2.37 0.975 138 12 0.8
Gold 19.3 3.16 1.27 134 9 0.55
Copper 8.9 3.99 1.166 98 7 0.6
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We are restricted by the technology of today’s IR camera
a temperature resolution of at best60.01 °C with a frame
rate of 1 kHz~60.025 °C and 60 Hz with our Amber Eng
neering ‘‘Radiance-1’’ camera! with commercially available,
state-of-the-art 12-bit digital video systems. This particu
camera has been tested in magnetic fields of 0.01–0.0
~Alcator and DIII-D vertical fields, a few meters outside th
toroidal field coils! with no performance impairment. It op
erates in the 3–5mm infrared band. Expected foil tempera
ture increases will be small, and the nominal operating te
perature will be elevated slightly above room temperatur

III. MODELING AND RESULTING DESIGN
PARAMETERS

The choice of foil material depends on the expected h
load, the desired temperature rise, the foil’s opacity to
expected radiation, and the required time response. To m
the transient temperature rise time, a time-dependent solu
to the heat conduction equation~without radiation losses! for
the cylindrical geometry of the foil segment has been us
We assume~and confirm! that the foil is sufficiently thin
compared to its transverse~radial! cooling dimensions, so
that we can neglect any time dependence of axial gradi
between the front and back surface. For this case, we can
the model of an infinitely long rod, of radiusb, which has a
volumetric heat source turned on at timet50, while the
boundary of the rod is held clamped at a fixed tempera
T50 °C. The incident power density is then assumed to
uniform throughout the foil. Additionally, we apply a un
ol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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form initial condition ofT50 °C for the foil, and then obtain
the thermal response as a function of time,9 and radius from
the center of the foil segment, at the surface of the foil giv
by Eq. ~1!

T~r ,t !5
2

b
3

Sf

k3th (
m51

` F J0~bm3r !

J1~bm3b!

3
12exp@2k~bm!23t#

~bm!3 G , ~1!

wherek is the thermal conductivity,k is the thermal diffu-
sivity, Sf is the incident power flux~W/cm2!, andbm’s are
the mth J0 Bessel function roots normalized byb, arising
from the cylindrical geometry. Using this model we adju
the foil radius,b, and the foil thickness, th, for various me
als to arrive at an optimum set of design parameters. Us
thermal parameters of different metals~characterized by Ref
10!, the rise time and temperature for various foils are giv
in Table I. Materials with fast rise times~good heat transfer
properties! result in a small temperature increase, relative
the uncooled case~for one video field timedt517 ms!. This
has resulted in our selection of bismuth for the foil mater
due to its low conductivity and heat capacity, resulting
higher thermal sensitivity to the incident power. The resu
ing foil segment parameters haveb50.75 mm and th52 mm.
For a bismuth foil this gives a temperature rise of 0.36
with a rise time of 15 ms, matching the time resolution of t
IR camera and exceeding its temperature sensitivity b
factor of;15. The spatial resolution in the plasma is 13 c
e
nce to
larger
ch foil
TABLE II. For given temperature rise time~t515 ms!, thickness~2 mm!, and material, the table shows th
necessary diameter of the edge-cooled foil. Materials with faster heat conductivity require a larger dista
the ‘‘edge-cooled’’ boundary, to maintain the same temperature rise-time constraint. At the same time,
diameter foils can be matched to a larger diameter pinhole, which puts a higher power density on ea
segment.

Foil
material

DT final
cooled

~milli °C !

Pinhole
diameter

~mm!

Foil
diameter

~mm!
No. of

macro pixels

Bi 306 9.9 1.5 16316
SS 304 146 10.1 1.3 16316
Ti 184 9.6 1.8 16316
Ni 124 8.5 3.0 16316
Al 484 13.1 6.0 10310
Au 494 12.2 7.0 10310
Cu 390 12.2 7.0 10310
767Plasma diagnostics
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resulting mostly from the 1-cm-diam pinhole. The rise tim
is also dependent on the ‘‘distance’’ to the cooling block, an
so could be increased at the expense of larger foils, even
a ‘‘fast’’ material such as copper.

Table II shows the foil diameter necessary to achieve
temperature rise time equal to the camera time resolution
a 2-mm-thick foil of various materials, as well as the result
ing maximum temperature. From this comparison we ca
also see that bismuth is the best candidate, in that it ha

FIG. 1. Side view cross section of the LHD machine between port sectio
4 and 3, showing possible locations of standard bolometer arrays~top! and
imaging bolometer prototype~side!. The slice is slightly tangential, hence
the triangular-shape plasma cross section.
768 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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large temperature rise for a reasonably sized foil segm
Titanium and Stainless 304 have similar sizes as the bism
case but about half the temperature rise. The nickel foil s
ment has a diameter about twice the case of bismuth w
about a third of the temperature rise, when the diamete
chosen to force the same rise time. Gold, aluminum, a
copper have a slightly larger temperature rise to bismuth,
at the expense of only 20 cm spatial resolution in the plas
due to room for fewer ‘‘foil segments.’’ The number of se
ments is constrained by the available transverse size for
diagnostic, which is coupled to port and flange dimensio
or, ultimately, the number of resolution elements in the
camera.

In order to obtain a sufficiently wide field of view~FOV!
of the plasma, and also to obtain a high power loading on
foil ~to be able to resolve theDT with the IR cameras pres
ently available!, we need to insert the pinhole camera head
a reentrant configuration in the LHD vacuum vessel/dew
This is sketched using a partly tangential sight line, as p
jected in a side view, shown in Fig. 1. The side port is us
by the imaging bolometer, and we also show possible lo
tions at the top of the machine for conventional bolome
arrays. The particular projection we have chosen~from port
section 4 towards port section 3 on LHD! accounts for the
triangular-shaped plasma cross section. A radial view wo
encounter a more elliptical shape. We are constrained to v
the pinhole camera backside of the foil through a 102-m
diam infrared window~either sapphire or zinc selenide!,
which will be mounted in a standard 152 mm Confl
vacuum flange with an intervening gate valve to be able
isolate or change out the window, without breaking vacuu

A conceptual 3D view of the apparatus is shown in F
2, where the essential elements of the diagnostic are

s

FIG. 2. Artist’s view of the imaging bolometer prototype.
Plasma diagnostics
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picted. The pinhole-camera head is water cooled by w
flow in the stainless steel hollow tubing support struts, wh
also serve as mounting points for the pinhole camera ass
bly. No in-vessel welds or breaks in the cooling line a
required, as we intend to use an integral cooling loop,
reduce any possibility of a water leak. The front and ba
foil masks will be oxygen-free high-conductivity copp
~OFHC! sheets~;2 mm thick!, with an appropriate~16316,
for example! number of holes to form the segmented matr
The relatively thick copper provides the thermal isolati
between the adjacent ‘‘macropixels’’ or foil segments.
simplify construction, the sensor material will be one co
tinuous sheet, with thickness chosen between 1 and 5mm.
The IR camera~a 2563256 element InAs array! has a FOV
of 2.23° when used in conjunction with a commercia
available 250 mm lens, which gives a 10-cm-wide view
the back copper mask from a focal distance of 2.6 m. T
diameter of the pinhole-camera pinhole of 9.9 mm, at a
nor radius of 2.0 m, gives a power flux of 4.0 mW/cm2 at the
foil location, assuming a flat 100% radiation profile from a
MW plasma. This solution is nicely matched to a segmen
foil size of 1.5 mm for bismuth, easily allowing a 16316
array to fit within the IR camera 10-cm-wide FOV, with
substantial length of copper between each foil segment
thermal isolation and cooling. The nonuniform temperat
on the face of each foil segment will be mapped to 5 pix
on the IR camera. For the 15 ms time constant and pinh
described above, the detection limit5 would be 250mW/cm2

using our existing Amber IR camera, or even 2.53smaller
with a state-of-the-art60.01 °C resolution IR system. Fo
monitoring the thermal drift of the copper masks, either f
segments that don’t view the plasma, or a conventional t
mocouple, or both, could be used.

IV. SUMMARY

We have outlined a design for an imaging bolome
system, capable of steady-state operation, to be installe
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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the LHD stellarator. Because of recent advances in infra
imaging technology, it is now possible to use remote-sens
techniques to monitor small temperature rises in a segme
foil, and therefore actually build a simple, multichannel d
agnostic to image the radiation emitted by complex geome
plasmas. In a situation with a severe neutron and gam
environment, and difficult access for conventional wirin
harnesses,~i.e., ITER!, it is straightforward to envision a
metal mirror transport relay to bring the IR image out to
protected position where the sensitive~and expensive! solid-
state IR camera could be located. A low-cost, simpler, m
tichannel bolometer is the chief benefit to this approa
compared to conventional methods. We intend to build a
demonstrate this prototype first on the LHD stellarator, a
collaborative U.S./Japan effort.
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